What is IrisBG?
Introduction

IrisBG is a complete botanical collection
management database and software solution for
botanical gardens, arboreta and large estates.

The product

IrisBG comes as a standard package with a set
of optional modules. This will enable you to
choose the configuration that is suitable to your
requirements and budget.
The “Standard Package” manages a comprehensive set of botanical collection data, including
plant history and related information such as
taxa with synonyms, authors, images, collectors,
contacts, references, tasks, inspections etc.

About us

IrisBG was introduced to the Scandinavian
market in 1996 and the global market in 2007.
IrisBG version 3, was launched in 2011 and is
one of the most comprehensive software packages available for botanical collection management today.
The IrisBG team consists of people with an extensive knowledge of botany, as well as professional software engineering. We believe this is
one of the key ingredients to creating a tool
that is easy to use and can satisfy the most demanding requirements of the professional
botanist.

Optional modules

Garden Explorer: Publish your plant collection
on the web, which can be accessed from PC’s,
smartphones and tablet computers. QR code
integration is available “out of the
box”.
IrisBG mobile: Update your plant
collection, take photo’s and update
map coordinates out in the garden
using a handheld device.
Mapping : Display and update map coordinates
for your accessions, garden areas and the origin
of your accessions. Use your own maps or
choose between a wide range of internet map
service providers, including Bing maps, OpenStreetmap, etc
Store Management: Prepare catalogues and
handle orders on material (i.e. seeds, plants
etc) you are offering.
Index Seminum: Publish your seed catalogue
and receive your orders on the web.
Preserved Collection: Record all your preserved plant material alongside your living
plant collection.
Data Import: Import data directly into IrisBG.

Visit www.irisbg.com,
and get your free
60 day trial today
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